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Human Values
We are just about to celebrate Diwali Festival. In recent
time celebration has become a phenomenon. We may
get joy out of celebration but not happiness. Today, one
does not havetimeto look into hisown self (Spiritually).
The distance between two places i n the worl d is
shortening but the distance between two human beings
isever increasing. Theobvious reason is, life has become
too much materialistic. Life can be lived, driven by
desires or knowledge. If lifeis lived based on desires, it
is easy and which provides instant grati fication. When
one tests the living life based on luxury and comforts,
he does not dare to venture in to a living life based on
knowledge (Gyana). A lifestyle based on desire gives
quick and visible result but in the process human values
are eroded whereas the life style based on Gyana may
appear to be difficult however, at the end of the journey
it ensures abundant happiness which is a part of eternal
satisfaction as against more tangible joy derived with
materialistic approach.
Life is a Festival bestowed by Al mighty to Jiva. One
should live life with human values. Human values are
the virtues t hat guide us to take int o account the
human element when one interactswith other human
beings. The legacy of how to inculcate human values is
found i n our Shastra. In today’s fast moving life, we as
parents struggling hard to havetime to interact even with
our children on daily or weekly basis. We are overlooking
our parents. We hardly interact with our neighbours.
Mostly human touch is lost in all our day today human
activities. We are so much concentrated on our goal of
becoming financially wealthier by ignori ng the wealth
of human relationship.
We are missing one point that we are human beings and
we need human beings to live on this earth. There is
hardly anything that is not found out in our rich legacy
of Shastra to discover new ways and means for human
value appreci ation. The common ground of all
Reli gions is human val ue. The human values are
embedded in customs , festivals or traditions. I t is
important to follow such traditions and rituals and
celebratethe festivalswith the spirit and intent for which
it has been introduced in our soci ety. There is no

advocacy to follow Religion blindly but desirableto have
a look at the customs and tradition with a scientific
approach.
India has preserved human values by introduci ng
festivals, traditions and customs. A s we know, Smriti
(memory) has l imited life with reference to place and
time, while process of practicing values through other
modes known as Shruti, is timeless. Indiahas rich legacy
of Shruti . TheRamayana, Mahabharat , Gita and many
more other books are filled up with full of experience
and wisdom for human beings. All thoseare torch bearer
for the society.
Practicing HumanValues aresocial, ethical and spiritual
process in the mankind. Themost of the parts of n world
need to havemoreexperiencein practicing human values.
They are appreciating human values based on their
social requirements. Unless the society respects each
human being, human value chain cannot be tied up. For
example amarriageceremony isan acceptance of natural
need of human being, prevalent with utmost dignity, for
many years in India. The relati onship between two
families is at paramount with dignified human values.
Other examples of human value appreci ati on are
respecting elders, teachers, parents and helping needy
person in society.
Thereality is, Western world has been practicing Dharma
(to act), Arth (Creation of money) and K aam (desire).
All activities are self-centered. They are far ahead in
following this path with full of enthusiasm but they know
less about MOKSH (Spiritual eternity or happinesswithin
soul ). We fol low them till they travel and stop there.
We need to recall our rich legacy of practicing human
values. We need to see whose are we rather than who are
we. Money has limited purchasing power. Let us respect
relationship and follow the call of conscience. Some
retrospection issuggested by posing question to ourselves
whether birth hastaken as per our choice, whether death
is as per our expected time, whether the result of our
efforts is as per our expectation and … … .Have a Faith
in Supreme Power .
Let us progress by respecting human values.
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